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Salone del Mobile – A reference point for all interior
design professionals and a chance for Covet House to
share firsthand its uniqueness and inspire.  The ultimate
design event where an inspiring lifestyle meets with our
inspirational theme being “Timeless Luxury”. We selected
a some of the luxury furniture brands that will surely be
under the spotlight at the tradeshow so come and meets
us at PAV.: 2 | STAND B19 - C18 from 7 to 12 June and
connect with our brands in person.

Our Stand will be divided into 3 main division.
 

Take look of some of the pieces we got in storage for you
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The galleria will feature some of the new collection pieces from Covet Collection that
include the Ancud armchair, the Slater center table, Dovedale center table and the Sarsen
armchair.
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Armchairs | Sarsen Armchair by Covet Collection

Sarsen Armchair, by Covet Collection, is a superb textured single tone boucle upholstery, characterized
by its detailed stitching. Finally, adding the sublime granite stone, which brings a one-of-a-kind and
luxurious touch. This contemporary designed piece follows the same inspiration as the Sarsen family,
where Sarsen stones are sandstone blocks that may be found in large quantities in the United Kingdom.
These are the stones used in the ancient and enigmatic Stonehenge. For a modern and minimalistic look,
fabrics with stone-like hues and a clean and streamlined design were chosen for the armchair.

Center tables | Dovedale center table by Covet Collection

Dovedale Center Table, by Covet Collection, has two different carved hardwood legs, the modern center
table masterfully unifies the main characteristics from the collection, the granite stone with a tempered
glass top, emerging a contemporary designed coffee table. The Dovedale Stepping Stones are a beautiful
feature in the Peak District and a declared National Nature Reserve of UK
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Center tables | Slater center table by Covet Collection

Slater Center Table, by Covet House, consists of exactly four slates of Patagonia marble merged with
refined metal champagne. Leveled in different dimensions to give a natural, organic vibe, expertly
crafted. This amorphic center table gathers its name from the art of creating thin sheets of rock.            

Armchairs | Ancud armchair by Covet Collection

Ancud Armchair, by Covet House, is upholstered in a deep green velvet fabric that resembles the plant
life found in the fields of the city, with a capitoné finish that replicates the sensation of the terrain’s
various altitudes. Ancud, known for its lush vegetation and vibrant vistas, has one of the most beautiful
landscapes in the world, which could only serve as the inspiration for this gorgeous armchair. A nice
complement for the Ancud Sofa.
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Dining chairs | Moka dining chair by Caffe Latte

Moka Dining Chair is a simple yet refined chair that can be featured on an endless array of
settings and match an infinite number of styles, from a contemporary project to modern
interior design, without being too discreet. Solid woods and vellutino fabrics make this
minimal design a must in any dining room.

Dining tables | Breve II dining table by Caffe Latte

Breve II Dining Table is also very versatile, where you can choose a white olimpic marble as
the main finish, to provide a richer and even glamorous look. Breve is a strong coffee-based
espresso drink mixed with steamed half-and-half milk. So, just like the exciting drink, the
Breve I Dining Table serves the same amount of glamour and flavor to any dining setting. A
bold and dramatic leg gives an appealing look to the table, by organically mixing portoro
marble with a chic brushed aged brass. The sleek and crafty round walnut top serves a
modern character to the table.

Sofas | Cassia modular sofa by Caffe Latte

Cassia Modular Sofa, by Caffe Latte, is the perfect addition to your modern living room. With a
hue of brown inspired in the Cassia cinnamon, this ultra-comfortable sofa contains an
upholstered back and seating, with symmetric shapes for a chic look. A rearrangeable sofa,
that’s both chic and cozy.

4. Consoles | Liberica console by Caffe Latte

The harsh and strict lines from Liberica Console design contrast perfectly with the
fluidity and sort of feminine touch of the mirror. Inspired by the Coffea liberica plant,
the mirror takes an oval countour, resembling the delicate shape of the plant’s leaf.
The stainless steel with a bronze matte base, simulate the sturdy branches that can
grow up to nine meters, holding in perfect harmony a refined marble top. A minimalist
design that will not go unnoticed.

The living room designed and created for Caffe Latte, where it
will feature pieces like the Moka dining chair, Cassia modular
sofa, Breve II dining table, Boma sideboard and the Evaluna
armchair.
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Finally, we have the dining area where we will have present some of Covet House most
iconic pieces such as the Metamorphosis dining table, the Simone floor lamp, the Ardara
console table, Burbeck wall lamp and the Darian sideboard.
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Suspension lamps | Coltrane suspension lamp by Delightfull

Coltrane Suspension Lamp is one of DelightFULL’s top bestsellers. With a minimalist and
industrial feeling to it, it is not, however, hard to understand where the mid-century
inspiration lies. Coltrane is a simple suspended ceiling light, which is handmade in steel. It
features a steel cord and a magnetic disc at the top, while down below the canopy is built
out of stainless steel, with a gold-plated finish. The shade is also made of steel but it is
lacquered a matte gold on the outside and gold powder paint on the inside. An industrial
pendant lighting design fit for the most demanding setting, with a seal of high-quality
craftsmanship only delivered by the best artisans in the industry. Coltrane Suspension Lamp
is a great mid-century modern lamp for more minimalist home interiors, as well as for
contemporary hotel decor. Discover more about DelightFULL here.
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2. Center tables | Eden center table by Boca Do Lobo

Eden Center Table is inspired in the mystic. This center table represents a part of the tree of
knowledge and the tale of the birth of desire. Boca do Lobo uses the highest quality
materials and textures, giving them shapes through objects that create a cosmopolitan
luxury environment, finding the finest example in this table. Fully made of polished casted
brass, with a delicately engraved top exposing the heart of a golden tree to the very heart of
a home. Available a set of two center tables Eden Center Table is also an elegant and highly
decorative side table.

Dining tables | Metamorphosis dining table by Boca do Lobo

Metamorphosis Dining Table was created in order to strengthen this unique concept. This
luxury dining table has come to symbolize the evolutionary history of life, representing the
last stage of the cycle through the usage of sculpted fossils on display at the top of the
table. It also represents the effort made by our designers to question the existence of
things, by answering a simple question: “How can we define something as living?” According
to Boca do Lobo’s quality signature, Metamorphosis Dining Table embodies handmade
techniques such as wood carving, metal cutting, and hammering, and polishing, executed by
some of the best craftsmen in the country. A unique product for those who have a peculiar
taste for limited edition pieces and conceptual designs.
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4. Wall mirrors | Diamond wall mirror by Essential Home

Diamond Wall Mirror is a full-length version of the diamond shaped mirror. Crafted in a
polished brass structure it produces a tall sleek design, merging geometry and design in the
same object. This amazing piece will add a luxurious and rich element to any interior.



COVET COLLECTION keeps inspiring and creating new trends. 
 

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE. WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE
WORLD. 
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